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This paper is concerned with the time-dependent version of a reduction of 
the Navier-Stokes equations for the viscous, incompressible flow which 
exists when the flow domain has cylindrical symmetry. This separation of 
variables was introduced originally by von Kirman [l] for steady flows and 
the resulting system of ordinary differential equations has been studied exten- 
sively by workers in fluid mechanics and mathematics since then. (A survey 
of recent mathematical results together with a representative bibliography is 
given in [2].) In some computational studies [3-5] a time-dependent version 
of this reduction has been used and solutions of the time-independent 
equations have been sought as steady-state limits of solutions of the relevant 
initial-boundary value problem. On the other hand, little rigorous 
mathematical work has been done for the time-dependent problem. For 
certain special cases existence of a solution of the initial-boundary value 
problem on a small time interval has been shown [6], and it is likely that 
such a theorem can be proven in some generality. On the other hand, 
existence theorems which are global in time are not known, and 
computational results suggest that they are not true in some cases [4]. The 
questions of uniqueness, stability and qualitative properties have not been 
treated. In this paper a modest beginning is made on a mathematical theory 
for these equations by proving uniqueness for initial-boundary value 
problems in both the case of flow above a single (infinite) rotating disk and 
the case of flow between two (infinite) disks rotating coaxially. The method 
of proof is the well-known “energy” method, but the special features of the 
system in quesion and the contrast between the one and two disk problems 
are of some interest. 
An outline of the paper is as follows. In the first section the derivation of 
the equations and boundary conditions from the Navier-Stokes equations in 
cylindrical coordinates is sketched. Although these equations have appeared 
in the literature this allows us to establish our notation and to point out 
certain features which have not been explicitly noted before. In the second 
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1. DERIVATION OF THE EQUATIONS 
The Navier-Stokes equations in cylindrical coordinates (r, 8, z) for the 
velocity (u, u, w) and pressure p are, assuming all quantities are independent 
of 8. 
u,+uu, -~+wwu; =-+.+v [urr + (f-)r+z42z], 
v, + uv, + 9 + !-vu, = v [or,+ /5),+%+ (N) 
Wt + uw, +wv,=-$p;+v [ w,,+$v,+M’;, 1 
1 
u, + - u + w, = 0, 
r 
where p is the density and v is the kinematic viscosity. We are interested in 
situations that have an associated constant angular velocity w which may be 
used for comparisons. Then we assume 
and 
p =pvwP(r, 5)+ f C(7>, 
where 
are dimensionless versions of the axial distance and time, respectively. 
Substitution of these quantities into the continuity equation, the first 
momentum equation, and the second momentum equation yield, respectively, 
2F’:f.T =o, 
F* + E’ - G* + f?P = EN - (w’p)-’ C(t), 
e, + 2EG + lx’ = 0, 
PK) 
where differention with respect to < is denoted by a prime. The third 
momentum equation becomes 
H, + HH’ = -P’ + H”. 
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The “pressure” P is then determined from a solution of (VK). If we 
substitute H= -A, G = 2G in (VK), the system 
G,=G”$HG’-H’G, 
H; = H”’ + HH” + ;(G2 -HZ) + K(z) 
(1) 
results. 
One of the problems which we wish to consider is that in which the plane 
(infinite disk) z = 0 rotates with angular velocity w/2, the “no-slip” 
boundary conditions are satisfied there, and the fluid rotates with angular 
velocity 0,/2 at infinity. This implies that boundary conditions for (G, H) 
are 
0 = H(0, 5) = H’(0, t) = H’(m, 7), (2) 
and 
G(0, r) = 1, G(oo,7)=~,/0=fl,. (3) 
If, in addition to (l), (2), (3), initial values for (G, H) are prescribed, the 
resulting initial-boundary value problem is formally similar to one for a 
parabolic system, and, if the constant K(r) can be disposed of, results similar 
to those for parabolic systems might be expected to hold. In the stationary 
case it can be proven [7] that K = $2:. On the other hand assuming this 
value for K is equivalent to assuming that the pressure gradient at co is 
consistant with a rigid rotation which has angular velocity Qo3. This 
physical assumption could be carried over to the time-dependent problem. 
Othewise we have found it necessary to add another boundary condition at 
infinity. 
PROPOSITION. Suppose that (G, H) is a solution of(l), (2), (3) and that 
HL(co, 7) = 0 
for each 7. Then K(t) = 152* 2 02, 
The proof requires a result from ]7] which was used for this purpose in 
the stationary problem. 
LEMMA. Suppose that y E C2(a, co), that lim,,,, y(x) exists, and that 
Y” + P(X) Y’ = 4(x), 
where 1 p(x)1 < 4(x), 4 > 0, and 4’ = O@‘), where 
Then lim,,, 1 q(x)) = 0. 
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The proof of the proposition now follows immediately from this lemma if 
we set x = c, y = H’, p = H, 4 = Mx, where M is an upper bound for H’(., 7) 
over (0, a), and q = +H” - iG* + K + Ht. Henceforth we will assume that 
K=$& in (1). 
For the flow between two disks (1) follows just as above. It is interesting 
to note that if we think of the second disk as inserted into the above 
geometry, at, say, a distance d above the original disk, that the new problem 
is not dimensionless, and that another scale change is necessary in order to 
make it so. Rather than belabor this point we anticipate the fact that after an 
appropriate scale change the new dimensionless equations have the same 
form and that we have a new mathematical problem consisting of (1‘1, initial 
values for (G, H), and 
G(O,r)= 1, G( 1, 7) = Q, 
H(0, 7) = H'(0, 7) = H(l,T) = H’(1, r) = 0, 
(4) 
where Q E [-1, 1 ] without loss of generality, and the distance between the 
disks has been normalized to one. In this problem, just as in the stationary 
two disk problem, there appears to be no simple device, either physical or 
mathematical, to determine K, and the most straightforward way to treat the 
problem is to differentiate the second equation in (1) to eliminate K. 
Nevertheless, we will leave the equations in the above form since it is 
convenient for the uniqueness proof. 
2. THE FLOW BETWEEN Two DISKS 
Suppose that (G, H) and (g, h) are two solutions of (l), (4). Let 
y = H - h, q = G -g, and 1 = K - k, where K, k are the constants associated 
with (G, H), (g, h), respectively. We will denote the independent variables in 
the rest of the paper by (z, t) instead of ([, 7). Then 
vt = v” t Hu’ t g’y - H’rj - gy’, (5) 
y; = y”’ t H”y t hy” t ;(G + g) r - +(H’ t h’) y’ t 1, (6) 
and y=y’=v=O at z=O and 1. 
THEOREM 1. Let 
Then 
Z(t) = f ,f’ (y’* t $) dz. 
0 
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where 
C = C(G, H, g, h). 
Proof We have 
I’(t) = \’ (W + VI,) dz ‘0 
= 
I 
o1 (y’,“’ + ;H”(y*)’ + hyy” + f(G + g) y’rj 
- ;(H’ + h’) y’2 + I(t) y’) dz 
+ 
1 
: (T,@’ + ;H(v*)’ + g’yv - gy’q - H’v’) dz. 
We integrate by parts in the first three terms in the first integral and the first 
two terms in the second. If we make the fortuitous observation that the last 
term in the first integral is zero and combine terms we have 
Z’(f) ,< 
I 
’ (- $H”‘y* - fh(y’*)’ - $h’(y2)’ + fy’*q 
0 
- j(H’ + h’) y’* - $H’y* + g’yq) dz. 
Integration by parts in the second and third terms, application of the 
arithmetic-geometric mean inequality to the fourth and last terms, and 
appropriate use of 
which holds for functions f vanishing at 0, then implies the result. 
3. THE FLOW ABOVE A SINGLE DISK 
Suppose that (G, H), (g, h) are solutions of (1) (2), (3), with K = $2&. 
We define y, v as above. We will use the fact that y = y’ = q = 0 at z = 0, 
and the fact that eear(Y2 + y’* + r2) is integrable with respect to dz on 
(0, co) for any a > 0. Also we will need a result which might be described as 
a weighted Poincare inequality. 
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LEMMA. Suppose that fE C’[O, co), f(0) = 0, and f(x) = o(emX) as 




e-a”(f(x))2 dx < $1” eCa”(f’(x))2 dx 
0 
(7) 
A proof of several more general results may be found in [8]. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that 
Then 
J(t) = f J” e -yy’* + ?f2) dz. 
0 
J’(t) < DJ(Q 
where D = D(G, H, g, h, a). 
Proof: As in the proof of Theorem 1, integration by parts implies that 
J’(t) < I 
1 i [-H”’ + aH” - 2ah’ + h” + dh] y2ecaZ dz 
1 
+ 




The arithmetic-geometric mean inequality then implies that 
J’(t)<D, “Oe-n’[y2+y’2+q2]dz 
I 0 
and (7) then implies the result. 
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